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The Story of Frances E. Willard
Chronicles the life of Frances Shand Kydd, mother of Princess Diana, through April
of 2003, and tells how she dealt with divorce, adultery, and tragedy.
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Deafening
Bookseller, Newsdealer and Stationer
From the time Frances was born, the odds were stacked against her. She was born
to Italian immigrants in 1917; her father resented her for being a girl, and her
mother resented her for being born at all. And when a rift in the family left the girl
and her mother alone and penniless, things managed to get even worse: she was
taken away to an orphanage, left in the care of stern nuns who never offered the
hysterically crying six-year-old an ounce of comfort. But the same girl who spent
her formative years facing feelings of abandonment and isolation managed to grow
into a woman full of positivity and gratitude, overcoming astounding obstacles and
never showing a hint of bitterness. This inspiring true story documents the
incredible life of Frances, and how she has faced each instance of adversity and
prejudice in her life armed with sweetness and grace. Written candidly and
affectionately by Frances's daughter, Arleen Mercorella, A Matter of Survival is a
testament to the ability to overcome life's challenges-a true inspiration for those
facing hardships of any type in their lives.

Park Lane
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Discover the incredible life of Frances Perkins, the first woman to serve in a
presidential cabinet and the mastermind behind Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal,
in this fascinating picture book biography that’s perfect for fans of I Dissent. Most
people know about President FDR, but do you know the woman who created his
groundbreaking New Deal? As a young girl, Frances Perkins was very shy and
quiet. But her grandmother encouraged Frances to always challenge herself. When
somebody opens a door to you, go forward. And so she did. Frances realized she
had to make her voice heard, even when speaking made her uncomfortable, and
use it to fight injustice and build programs to protect people across the nation. So
when newly-elected President Franklin Delano Roosevelt finally asked Frances to
be the first female Secretary of Labor and help pull the nation out of the Great
Depression, she knew she had to walk through that open door and forward into
history. In this empowering, inspirational biography, discover how the first woman
to serve in a presidential cabinet led the charge to create the safety net that
protects American workers and their families to this day.

Mrs. Lincoln and Mrs. Keckly
Ten-year-old Mary comes to live in a lonely house on the Yorkshire moors and
discovers an invalid cousin and the mysteries of a locked garden.
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The Bookseller, Newsdealer and Stationer
John Stott’s Right Hand
A Woman of the Century, Frances Minerva Nunnery
(1898-1997)
Emília and Luzia dos Santos, orphaned when they are children, grow up under the
protection of their aunt in the hillside village of Taquaritinga, Brazil. Raised as
seamstresses, the sisters learn how to cut, how to mend and how to conceal.
Emília treasures pretty, girlish things and longs to escape from the confines of the
little town. Captivated by the romances she reads in magazines, she dreams of
finding love in the bustle and glamour of the city. Luzia, scarred by a childhood
accident that has left her with a deformed arm, knows that for her, real life can not
be romantically embroidered, and so she finds solace in her sewing and in the
secret prayers to the saints she believes once saved her life. But when Luzia is
abducted by a gang of rebel bandits, the sisters' lives diverge in ways they never
imagined. Whilst Luzia learns to survive in the unforgiving Brazilian outland,
discovering love in the most unexpected of places, Emília meets the son of a
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wealthy doctor who seems to offer her everything she has always desired. But for
the innocent dreamer, the excitement of her escape to the city is soon
overshadowed by disillusion and loneliness. As she learns how to navigate the
treacherous waters of Brazilian high society, the bandits' campaign against the
land-owning 'Colonels' intensifies, and when a price is placed upon Luzia's head
Emília realises she must risk everything in order to save her sister.

The Publishers Weekly
“A gorgeously moving, old-fashioned novel” about a woman’s life, loves, and selfdiscovery on the eve the Great War (O, The Oprah Magazine). At the age of five,
Grania O’Neill the daughter of hardworking Irish hoteliers in small town Ontario,
emerges from a bout of scarlet fever profoundly deaf, and suddenly sealed off from
the world that was just beginning to open for her. While her guilt-plagued mother
cannot accept it, Grania finds beloved allies in both her grandmother and her older
sister, Tress. It isn’t until she’s enrolled in the Ontario School for the Deaf in
Bellville, that Grania really begins to thrive. In time, it’s also where she falls for Jim
Lloyd, a hearing man with whom Grania creates a new emotional vocabulary that
encompasses both sound and silence. But just two weeks after their wedding, Jim
leaves to serve as a stretcher bearer on the blood-soaked battlefields of Flanders.
During this long war of attrition, Jim and Grania’s letters back and forth—both real
and imagined—attempt to sustain their young love in a world as brutal as it is
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hopeful. A “brilliantly lucid and masterfully sustained” ode to language—how it can
console, imprison, and liberate—Francis Itani’s award-winning, international
bestselling debut novel “has the integrity of an achieved artistic vision, the kind of
power that is generally associated with the gracious, crystalline prose of Grace
Paley, the flagrantly good, good lines of Robert Lowell and W. H. Auden’s poetry”
(Kaye Gibbons, author of A Virtuous Woman).

The Woman Behind the New Deal
An NPR Best Book of the Year A Most Anticipated Book at Time Magazine,
Entertainment Weekly, Vulture, Elle, BUST, HuffPost, NYLON, Southern Living,
Parade, and more From the author of Our Endless Numbered Days and Swimming
Lessons, Bitter Orange is a seductive psychological portrait, a keyhole into the
dangers of longing and how far a woman might go to escape her past. From the
attic of Lyntons, a dilapidated English country mansion, Frances Jellico sees
them—Cara first: dark and beautiful, then Peter: striking and serious. The couple is
spending the summer of 1969 in the rooms below hers while Frances is
researching the architecture in the surrounding gardens. But she's distracted.
Beneath a floorboard in her bathroom, she finds a peephole that gives her access
to her neighbors’ private lives. To Frances' surprise, Cara and Peter are keen to get
to know her. It is the first occasion she has had anybody to call a friend, and before
long they are spending every day together: eating lavish dinners, drinking bottle
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after bottle of wine, and smoking cigarettes until the ash piles up on the crumbling
furniture. Frances is dazzled. But as the hot summer rolls lazily on, it becomes
clear that not everything is right between Cara and Peter. The stories that Cara
tells don’t quite add up, and as Frances becomes increasingly entangled in the
lives of the glamorous, hedonistic couple, the boundaries between truth and lies,
right and wrong, begin to blur. Amid the decadence, a small crime brings on a
bigger one: a crime so terrible that it will brand their lives forever.

A Matter of Survival
Finalist for the 2014 Scotiabank Giller Prize The bestselling author of the awardwinning international sensation Deafening returns to the period following the First
World War with a tour de force--an extraordinary novel of secrets withheld and
secrets revealed. In 1919, only months after the end of the Great War, the men
and women of Deseronto struggle to recover from wounds of the past, both visible
and hidden. Kenan, a young soldier who has returned from the war damaged and
disfigured, confines himself to his small house on the Bay of Quinte, wandering
outside only under the cover of night. His wife, Tress, attempting to adjust to the
trauma that overwhelms her husband and which has changed their marriage,
seeks advice from her Aunt Maggie. Maggie, along with her husband, Am, who
cares for the town clock tower, have their own sorrows, which lie unacknowledged
between them. Maggie finds joy in her friendship with a local widow and in the
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Choral Society started by Lukas, a Music Director who has moved to the town from
an unknown place in war-torn Europe. While rehearsing and performing, Maggie
rediscovers a part of herself that she had long set aside. As the decade draws to a
close and the lives of these beautifully-drawn characters become more entwined,
each of them must decide what to share and what to hide, and how their actions
will lead them into the future. With the narrative power and writerly grace for
which she is celebrated, Frances Itani has crafted a deeply moving, emotionally
rich story about the burdens of the past. She shows us how, ultimately, the very
secrets we bury to protect ourselves can also be the cause of our undoing. Tell is
stunning achievement.

Requiem
Tell
A vibrant social history set against the backdrop of the Antebellum south and the
Civil War that recreates the lives and friendship of two exceptional women: First
Lady Mary Todd Lincoln and her mulatto dressmaker, Elizabeth Keckly. “I consider
you my best living friend,” Mary Lincoln wrote to Elizabeth Keckly in 1867, and
indeed theirs was a close, if tumultuous, relationship. Born into slavery, mulatto
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Elizabeth Keckly was Mary Lincoln’s dressmaker, confidante, and mainstay during
the difficult years that the Lincolns occupied the White House and the early years
of Mary’s widowhood. But she was a fascinating woman in her own right, Lizzy had
bought her freedom in 1855 and come to Washington determined to make a life for
herself. She was independent and already well-established as the dressmaker to
the Washington elite when she was first hired by Mary Lincoln upon her arrival in
the nation’s capital. Mary Lincoln hired Lizzy in part because she was considered a
“high society” seamstress and Mary, as an outsider in Washington’s social circles,
was desperate for social cachet. With her husband struggling to keep the nation
together, Mary turned increasingly to her seamstress for companionship, support,
and advice—and over the course of those trying years, Lizzy Keckly became her
confidante and closest friend. Historian Jennifer Fleischner allows us to glimpse the
intimate dynamics of this unusual friendship for the first time, and traces the
pivotal events that enabled these two women to forge such an unlikely bond at a
time when relations between blacks and whites were tearing the nation apart. Mrs.
Lincoln and Mrs. Keckly is a remarkable work of scholarship that explores the
legacy of slavery and sheds new light on the Lincoln White House.

Planting the Trees of Kenya
A New York Times Best Seller! Tomlinson Hill is the stunning story of two
families—one white, one black—who trace their roots to a slave plantation that
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bears their name. Internationally recognized for his work as a fearless war
correspondent, award-winning journalist Chris Tomlinson grew up hearing stories
about his family's abandoned cotton plantation in Falls County, Texas. Most of the
tales lionized his white ancestors for pioneering along the Brazos River. His
grandfather often said the family's slaves loved them so much that they also took
Tomlinson as their last name. LaDainian Tomlinson, football great and former
running back for the San Diego Chargers, spent part of his childhood playing on the
same land that his black ancestors had worked as slaves. As a child, LaDainian
believed the Hill was named after his family. Not until he was old enough to read
an historical plaque did he realize that the Hill was named for his ancestor's
slaveholders. A masterpiece of authentic American history, Tomlinson Hill traces
the true and very revealing story of these two families. From the beginning in
1854— when the first Tomlinson, a white woman, arrived—to 2007, when the last
Tomlinson, LaDainian's father, left, the book unflinchingly explores the history of
race and bigotry in Texas. Along the way it also manages to disclose a great many
untruths that are latent in the unsettling and complex story of America. Tomlinson
Hill is also the basis for a film and an interactive web project. The award-winning
film, which airs on PBS, concentrates on present-day Marlin, Texas and how the
community struggles with poverty and the legacy of race today, and is
accompanied by an interactive web site called Voice of Marlin, which stores the
oral histories collected along the way. Chris Tomlinson has used the reporting skills
he honed as a highly respected reporter covering ethnic violence in Africa and the
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Middle East to fashion a perfect microcosm of America's own ethnic strife. The
economic inequality, political shenanigans, cruelty and racism—both subtle and
overt—that informs the history of Tomlinson Hill also live on in many ways to this
very day in our country as a whole. The author has used his impressive credentials
and honest humanity to create a classic work of American history that will take its
place alongside the timeless work of our finest historians

A Village In The Shadows
Traces the rise, fall, and improbable comeback of a leading founder of the
American silk industry, looking at how his knowledge and business acumen helped
him establish a successful silk mill, and later rebuild after a disastrous flood.

Mrs. Lincoln and Mrs. Keckly
A Village in the Shadows is about survivors from the American Revolution who
remained loyal to King George III. At the start of the revolution in 1776, families
began to lose their homes, farms and businesses. They wanted to continue their
old way of life under the orderly laws and security of the British Crown they had
known in pre-revolutionary times. This type of government was being promised in
Canada. A British Crown farming/resettlement program was implemented for
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families to grow grain and raise cattle on the west side of the Niagara River. Below
the Escarpment, on the Niagara Peninsula, a Loyalist settlement developed at the
intersection of two ancient Native trails. The settlement eventually became known
as the village of St Davids. Its remarkable story started when Loyalist settlers
arrived in the early 1780s. They became tenants of the land and laid down new
roots. In 1812, they were once again beset by war. They had to defend their
families from constant danger and they survived an incendiary attack by American
Soldiers in 1814. Once more they had to rebuild their lives and businesses. Today,
St Davids proud history is evident in its heritage homes, churches and burial
grounds where many of the graves of the early settlers can be found.

The Story of Frances E. Willard
The bestselling author of "The Bolter" returns with a delicious novel about two
determined women whose lives collide in the halls of a pedigreed London town
home. But unbeknownst to both of the young women, the choices they make will
connect their chances at future happiness.

The Seamstress
A “dazzling and gorgeously written” novel of art, faith, and life-changing friendship
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inspired by the correspondence of Flannery O’Connor and Robert Lowell (Ann
Packer). In the summer of 1957, two writers are immersed in their craft at an
artist’s colony nestled in upstate New York when chance brings them together.
Frances, a country northerner, as committed to her solitude as she is her faith, and
Bernard, a gregarious Bostonian with a propensity towards mania and grand
gestures, find themselves forming a friendship, and then a courtship, as they each
discover a kindred spirit beneath the obvious differences between them. But, as
they become inexorably entwined in each other’s lives, they struggle with the
dependence of their romance and the conflict it causes with their own dreams.
Inspired by the lives of Flannery O’Connor and Robert Lowell, who formed an
unlikely connection after meeting at Yaddo in the late fifties, and told in a series of
intimate letters between the protagonists, Francis and Bernard is a touching and
bittersweet look at what happens when love, desire, hope, faith, and friendship
collide. “Recalling 20th-century masters like Graham Greene and Walker Percy . . .
Bauer is herself a distinctive stylist who can write about Simone Weil or
Kierkegaard with wit and charm.” —The New York Times Book Review “Engrossing
. . . Funny, sweet and sad. A lovely surprise.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review
“A novel of stunning subtlety, grace, and depth . . . compos[ed in] dueling letters of
breathtaking wit, seduction, and heartbreak.” —Booklist, starred review

The Air You Breathe
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By the Commonwealth Writer’s Prize-winning author of Deafening comes a new
historical novel that traces the lives of one Japanese-Canadian family during and
after their internment in the 1940s. In 1942 the government removed Bin Okuma's
family from their home on British Columbia’s west coast and forced them into
internment camps. They were allowed to take only the possessions they could
carry, and nine-year-old Bin was forced to watch as neighbors raided his family’s
home before the transport boats even undocked. One hundred miles from the
“Protected Zone,” they formed makeshift communities without direct access to
electricity, plumbing or food—for five years. Fifty years later, after his wife’s
sudden death, Bin travels across the country to find the biological father who has
been lost to him. Both running from grief and driving straight toward it, Bin must
ask himself whether he truly wants to find First Father, the man who made a fateful
decision that almost destroyed his family all those years ago. With his wife’s
persuasive voice in his head and the echo of their love in his heart, Bin embarks on
an unforgettable journey into his past that will throw light on a dark time in our
shared history.

Bitter Orange
The personal and professional life of British writer Frances Hodgson Burnett is
chronicled in a biography that ranges from her early days in Manchester, England,
to her life in post-Civil War Tennessee, eventually writing fifty-two books and
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writing and producing thirteen plays.

Francis I
A present-day escaped slave recounts his brutal capture and enslavement at the
age of seven, his harrowing escape to a refugee camp and finally America, his
education, and his ongoing work as an anti-slavery activist. 100,000 first printing.

Publishers Weekly
A vibrant social history set against the backdrop of the Antebellum south and the
Civil War that recreates the lives and friendship of two exceptional women: First
Lady Mary Todd Lincoln and her mulatto dressmaker, Elizabeth Keckly. “I consider
you my best living friend,” Mary Lincoln wrote to Elizabeth Keckly in 1867, and
indeed theirs was a close, if tumultuous, relationship. Born into slavery, mulatto
Elizabeth Keckly was Mary Lincoln’s dressmaker, confidante, and mainstay during
the difficult years that the Lincolns occupied the White House and the early years
of Mary’s widowhood. But she was a fascinating woman in her own right, Lizzy had
bought her freedom in 1855 and come to Washington determined to make a life for
herself. She was independent and already well-established as the dressmaker to
the Washington elite when she was first hired by Mary Lincoln upon her arrival in
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the nation’s capital. Mary Lincoln hired Lizzy in part because she was considered a
“high society” seamstress and Mary, as an outsider in Washington’s social circles,
was desperate for social cachet. With her husband struggling to keep the nation
together, Mary turned increasingly to her seamstress for companionship, support,
and advice—and over the course of those trying years, Lizzy Keckly became her
confidante and closest friend. Historian Jennifer Fleischner allows us to glimpse the
intimate dynamics of this unusual friendship for the first time, and traces the
pivotal events that enabled these two women to forge such an unlikely bond at a
time when relations between blacks and whites were tearing the nation apart. Mrs.
Lincoln and Mrs. Keckly is a remarkable work of scholarship that explores the
legacy of slavery and sheds new light on the Lincoln White House.

Frances
Green Ridge State Forest is a haven of calm and natural beauty among the
Appalachians of western Maryland. This land was once the frontier of the nation,
and trailblazers such as Thomas Cresap and George Washington were among the
first Europeans to discover its wonders: the swift Potomac, the flowering dogwood
and pine in the mountain reaches and the nighttime calls of the bobcat and the
barred owl. The vision and stewardship of people like forester Fred W. Besley
preserved the forest for future generations of hikers, explorers and families. Join
former forest manager Champ Zumbrun as he traverses hidden trails to tell the
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remarkable story of Green Ridge State Forest.

The Remarkable World of Frances Barkley
The story of an intense female friendship fueled by admiration and affection, envy
and pride--and each woman's fear that she would be nothing without the
other.ther.

A History of Green Ridge State Forest
Frances Barkley was just eighteen when she became the first European woman to
set foot on the west coast of North America. After a sheltered upbringing in
England, Frances found herself boarding the Imperial Eagle in 1786 to set sail on
an adventurous, round-the-world voyage with her husband, Captain Charles
William Barkley. With great wisdom and wit, Frances recounted her eight years at
sea in her Reminiscences as she found herself in a wider world, helping her
husband in his business, giving birth to her children, surviving the tragedy of a
young daughter's death and meeting strange and foreign peoples. Today's place
names of Barkley Sound, Frances Island, Imperial Eagle Channel and others on
Vancouver Island-as well as the ship Frances Barkley-are standing memorials to
the enterprising and courageous Barkleys. Originally researched by writer Beth Hill,
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The Remarkable World of Frances Barkley has been expanded on by writer and
historian Cathy Converse to bring the intrepid young bride and her world to life for
a new generation of readers.

How to Win
Watercolor illustrations and lyrical prose combine to tell the remarkable true story
of Wangari Maathai, the winner of the 2004 Nobel Peace Prize, who changed the
fate of her village in the highlands of Kenya by teaching her people how to care for
it. 15,000 first printing.

Adam
The fascinating and complex evolutionary relationship of the monarch butterfly
and the milkweed plant Monarch butterflies are one of nature's most recognizable
creatures, known for their bright colors and epic annual migration from the United
States and Canada to Mexico. Yet there is much more to the monarch than its
distinctive presence and mythic journeying. In Monarchs and Milkweed, Anurag
Agrawal presents a vivid investigation into how the monarch butterfly has evolved
closely alongside the milkweed—a toxic plant named for the sticky white substance
emitted when its leaves are damaged—and how this inextricable and intimate
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relationship has been like an arms race over the millennia, a battle of exploitation
and defense between two fascinating species. The monarch life cycle begins each
spring when it deposits eggs on milkweed leaves. But this dependency of
monarchs on milkweeds as food is not reciprocated, and milkweeds do all they can
to poison or thwart the young monarchs. Agrawal delves into major scientific
discoveries, including his own pioneering research, and traces how plant poisons
have not only shaped monarch-milkweed interactions but have also been culturally
important for centuries. Agrawal presents current ideas regarding the recent
decline in monarch populations, including habitat destruction, increased winter
storms, and lack of milkweed—the last one a theory that the author rejects. He
evaluates the current sustainability of monarchs and reveals a novel explanation
for their plummeting numbers. Lavishly illustrated with more than eighty color
photos and images, Monarchs and Milkweed takes readers on an unforgettable
exploration of one of nature's most important and sophisticated evolutionary
relationships.

Tomlinson Hill
The Only Woman in the Photo
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Frances Barkley was just eighteen when she became the first European woman to
set foot on the west coast of North America. After a sheltered upbringing in
England, Frances found herself boarding the Imperial Eagle in 1786 to set sail on
an adventurous, round-the-world voyage with her husband, Captain Charles
William Barkley. With great wisdom and wit, Frances recounted her eight years at
sea in her Reminiscences as she found herself in a wider world, helping her
husband in his business, giving birth to her children, surviving the tragedy of a
young daughter's death and meeting strange and foreign peoples. Today's place
names of Barkley Sound, Frances Island, Imperial Eagle Channel and others on
Vancouver Island-as well as the ship Frances Barkley-are standing memorials to
the enterprising and courageous Barkleys. Originally researched by writer Beth Hill,
The Remarkable World of Frances Barkley has been expanded on by writer and
historian Cathy Converse to bring the intrepid young bride and her world to life for
a new generation of readers.

The Book Buyer
The story of a woman who made her life in New Mexico--a determined, ingenious
entrepreneur whose career and personality defy every stereotype about women.

Frances and Bernard
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Francis I (1494-1547) was inconstant, amorous, hot-headed and flawed. Yet he was
also arguably the most significant king that France ever had. This is his story. A
contemporary of Henry VIII of England, Francis saw himself as the first Renaissance
king, a man who was the exemplar of courtly and civilised behaviour throughout
Europe. A courageous and heroic warrior, he was also a keen aesthete, an
accomplished diplomat and an energetic ruler who turned his country into a force
to be reckoned with. Yet he was also capricious, vain and arrogant, taking hugely
unnecessary risks, at least one of which nearly resulted in the end of his kingdom.
His great feud with his nemesis Charles V, the Holy Roman Emperor, defined
European diplomacy and sovereignty, but his notorious alliance with the great
Ottoman ruler Suleiman the Magnificent threatened to destroy everything. With
access to never-before-seen private archives, Leonie Frieda's comprehensive and
sympathetic account explores the life of the most human of all Renaissance
monarchs - and the most enigmatic.

The Remarkable World of Frances Barkley
A captivating blend of history, women in science, and true crime, 18 Tiny Deaths
tells the story of how one woman changed the face of forensics forever. Frances
Glessner Lee, born a socialite to a wealthy and influential Chicago family in the
1870s, was never meant to have a career, let alone one steeped in death and
depravity. Yet she developed a fascination with the investigation of violent crimes,
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and made it her life's work. Best known for creating the Nutshell Studies of
Unexplained Death, a series of dollhouses that appear charming—until you notice
the macabre little details: an overturned chair, or a blood-spattered comforter. And
then, of course, there are the bodies—splayed out on the floor, draped over
chairs—clothed in garments that Lee lovingly knit with sewing pins. 18 Tiny
Deaths, by official biographer Bruce Goldfarb, delves into Lee's journey from
grandmother without a college degree to leading the scientific investigation of
unexpected death out of the dark confines of centuries-old techniques and into the
light of the modern day. Lee developed a system that used the Nutshells dioramas
to train law enforcement officers to investigate violent crimes, and her methods
are still used today. The story of a woman whose ambition and accomplishments
far exceeded the expectations of her time, 18 Tiny Deaths follows the
transformation of a young, wealthy socialite into the mother of modern forensics
"Eye-opening biography of Frances Glessner Lee, who brought American medical
forensics into the scientific agegenuinely compelling."—Kirkus Reviews "A
captivating portrait of a feminist hero and forensic pioneer." —Booklist

The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art
Escape from Slavery
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If you are born in a country where being yourself can get you killed, exile is your
only choice.

American Phoenix
18 Tiny Deaths
Monarchs and Milkweed
Acclaimed historian Mary Frances Berry resurrects the remarkable story of ex-slave
Callie House who, seventy years before the civil-rights movement, demanded
reparations for ex-slaves. A widowed Nashville washerwoman and mother of five,
House (1861-1928) went on to fight for African American pensions based on those
offered to Union soldiers, brilliantly targeting $68 million in taxes on seized rebel
cotton and demanding it as repayment for centuries of unpaid labor. Here is the
fascinating story of a forgotten civil rights crusader: a woman who emerges as a
courageous pioneering activist, a forerunner of Malcolm X and Martin Luther King,
Jr.
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My Face Is Black Is True
Frances Hodgson Burnett
Presents a portrait of the first female cabinet member and one of the most
influential women of the twentieth century, whose efforts to improve the lives of
America's working people resulted in such initiatives as unemployment insurance
and Social Security.

The Secret Garden
The story John Stott hoped would one day be told. Frances Whitehead was working
for the BBC when Stott asked her to become his secretary. For 55 years she was
his right hand: gatekeeper, administrator, typist, encourager and enabler. In his
Will, Stott named her as his 'friend and Executor'. Their partnership--unique,
effective, and not without humour--has been described as 'one of the greatest
Christian partnerships of the 20th century'. But what lay behind the dogged
determination, fiercely protective streak, occasional imperious tone, and ready,
warm laughter Frances brought to her role? This book tracks her life and glimpses
her ancestry to find the answer.
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